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Abstract: The paper analyzes the palette forming algorithms in different color spaces, such as RGB, HSV, L *
a * b, L * C * h. The criteria nominated to the palette in content based image retrieval systems were highlighted.
A new method for generating a palette and an algorithm to convert full color image to the palette colors with
the help of a transformation map were proposed. The results of experimental studies and testing of software
systems have shown as better quality version of the proposed conversion by the color palette processing
speed using an adaptive transform card.
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INTRODUCTION The Color Palette and Requirements to IT: The color

Content-Based Image Retrieval system (CBIR) - is an digital realization in one form or another. All palettes of
information retrieval system that performs indexing and computer  graphics  can  be  divided into uniform and
searching images on the basis of its internal non-linear. Uniform palette is obtained by the quantization
characteristics. Systems of this class are very popular axis of a color space into equal size segments. To describe
nowadays due to the rapid development of multimedia such palettes further we will use an expression like
content on the Internet [1]. Very often at the disposal of ColSpace (L1, L2, L3), where ColSpace - color space, L1,
the search engine there are only the image itself, without L2, L3 - the number of quantization levels for each of the
any additional information. In this case, the problem of axes of space. For example, a 64-color palette of the
system is the image processing and the organization of a uniform space (RGB) will be referred to RGB (4,4,4).
search based on characteristics such as color, texture, Formally these palettes are defined as follows:
shape and contours of similar objects [2]. Among all the
listed criteria for a large class of images the main is the
color [3, 4]. Based only on the color similarity we can offer (1)
sufficiently effective algorithms for finding images.

One of the most common practices of evaluation is to Uniform palettes are easy to understand and do not
compare the similarity of color histograms of images, require complex mathematical calculations. If the image is
which are obtained after the transfer of full color images already transferred to the appropriate color space, then to
to indexed using a palette [5]. The choice of the palette convert it to a palette remains only to perform the
can have a significant impact on the process of comparing quantization of the each pixel color. The computational
and the system result. In this paper, we propose an efficiency of such transformations is much better than
algorithm of transferring the image to the palette colors other methods of translation. However, the uniform
based on an adaptive translation map derived from the palette is not always giving acceptable results of the
color space (HSV). visual   similarity   assessment  from  the  point of view of

palette - is a fixed set of colors and shades, having a
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the person. This is due to the fact that the described
transformation does not take into account a human
perception.

Nonlinear palette can not be obtained using simple
operations of quantization or the like. Most palettes for
such complex dependencies are introduced by some other
component, "compressed" or "expanding" parts of color
space.

Most of these schemes are more sensitive to the
psychology of color perception, but they are difficult to
realize and require large computational cost.

In  this   paper    we   propose  the  average  approach Fig. 1: Uniform division of RGB space
-  adaptive variable palette, obtained on the basis of
simple operations.  Under  the  adaptability  in  this
context we refer not selection panel for a specific image,
but its adaptation to the characteristics of human (2)
perception. It is also worth noting that this algorithm is
based on the HSV color space and similarity measure where col  - the color corresponding to the position
CIE2000, but it does not require the transfer of the image (i,j,k) in the color space; SzL , SzL , SzL  -domain of each
from RGB space, which significantly enhances its of the axes of space.
computational efficiency. Thus we obtain a palette of 64 RGB colors(4,4,4).

For the analysis of the proposed methods we've used space.
the following criteria: One of  the   disadvantages  of  the  method

Transferring images to the colors of specified palette an arbitrary size. For example, you can not use this
have to use simple operations. This is due to the fact method to get a palette of 63 colors. It is also worth
that information retrieval systems operate on large considering that the majority of color spaces with a
volumes of data and for them is not highly desirable uniform division form a palette that is ill-suited to human
to have additional load [6]. perception.
The initial data for conversion are images in the RGB Adaptive palette of any size. To get a palette of any
space. This is due to the fact that almost all modern size with adaptation for the human perception we propose
digital images are stored in this format. a following approach. As initial data for the calculation we
Palette should contain a simple set of colors. Most of select uniform palette from RGB space with increased size.
CBIR systems can not handle large full color palettes In particular, experiments have shown that for the palette
or images. to 150 colors palette is well suited RGB (8,8,8), which
Palette should take into account the psychology of contains 512 colors.
the human color perception and have to be oriented After receiving a palette of 512 colors we made its
to the human eye. division into clusters. The number of clusters that are

Converting to a Colors of an Adaptive Palette number of colors in the palette to be retrieved. For
Uniform Palette: The simplest approach to palette example, if necessary to obtain a palette of 60 colors, we
creation - is receiving a set of colors using the color space should perform clustering algorithm on 60 sets.
quantization axis. As the clustering algorithm we chose k-means

For example, if we split each axle of RGB space into 4 algorithm, which is characterized by minimizing the
parts,  we  get  grid that divides the space of 64 blocks dispersion of the points on each cluster:
(Fig. 1). Each block can form the basis of a single color
palette. To do this, we select the average color around the
block: (3)

i,j,k

1 2 3

Also we can similarly obtain a 64-color palette in any color

described  above  is  the  inability to forming a palette of

necessary to split the original data corresponds to the
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where k - number of clusters; S - derived clusters (i); µ  -i     i

vector 8 center of mass. After performing the clustering
algorithm i-th color palette is defined as the average color
of the i-th cluster µi

To perform the clustering algorithm we must enter a
function of distance between any  two  elements  of  the
set  RGB  (8,8,8).  For  such a function we propose to use
a  measure  of  color similarity, proposed by CIE2000 [7].
Of course, to calculate this measure we need to
temporarily move the palette colors in the space L * C * h,
but such a transfer is needed only during the clustering
and does not affect the principle or receiving a palette or Fig. 2.Transformation map 
the operating speed in the future.

Using the algorithm described above we can get a where Col  - new color added in place of the deleted
palette of any size. At the same time palette will be one; Col  and Col  - the colors chosen by the principles
adapted to human perception as a function of color of maximum distance; DistCIE2000 - function of color
similarity CIE2000 takes into account all currently known similarity CIE2000.
characteristics of human vision. Converting  to   colours   of   adaptive   palette.

Especially it is worth  to  stop  on  the  choice  of Palette  obtained  using the method described above, is
initial approximations for the clustering algorithm. It is un-uniform. It is therefore necessary not only to develop
known that the k-means algorithm is sensitive to this a method for the generation of such a palette, but also to
choice  and  different  choices  of initial approximations develop an algorithm of translation of full-color images
can  significantly  affect  the  results of  [8,  9]. In  course from RGB space to the colors palette.
of  the  experiments  several approaches to obtaining For a quick transition from 24-bit image of RGB space
initial approximations were considered. The most to the proposed panel we propose to introduce the
successful of them were middle-range of colors with a transformation map concept. Under the transformation
uniform division of the spaces RGB and HSV. Moreover, map we understand transformation of an number array
as shown by the experiments described below, the choice that uniquely matches the color palette RGB (8,8,8) and
of secondary colors of HSV space gives a little better the resulting color of adaptive palette.
result. Since the palette RGB (8,8,8) consists of only 512

Another feature of this method is the reaction to the elements, the transformation card will contain 512
receipt of empty sets with clustering. In the process of the numbers. At the same time to store it in memory we will
algorithm there may be cases in which one of the clusters need a total of 512 bytes - and it is a relatively small by
will be almost empty or completely empty. This is due to modern standards.
the fact that in the initial approach of the palette  there  are It is convenient to present a transformation map in
colors, which from the point of view of human perception the form of a three-dimensional array of size 8x8x8 (Fig. 2).
are very close. Such situations should be monitored Each cell in the array corresponds to a color palette
during the generation of the palette and clusters with a of RGB (8,8,8). Moreover, the number recorded in the cell
small filling should be removed. At the same time we corresponds to the number of adaptive color palette.
should place on the spots of deleted colors ones which To use a transformation map it is necessary to
are the average of the most remote in the palette of the perform simple transformations:
current step:

(6)
(4)

to  the   palette;    Col.R,    Col.G,   Col.B   -  red,  green
(5) and    blue   components     of   the    color    Col;  <<- bit

new

1  2

where   Col     -     the     color    that    you   want to bring
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Table 1:

Color shade Theme The percentage of images in the collection

Green Nature, woods and fields landscapes 39%

Blue, light blue Sky, sea 49%

Red, purple, pink Close-up of flowers, pictures of exotic fish 42%

Yellow, orange Close-up of flowers, pictures of exotic fish 38%

Black, gray Photos of mountains, cliffs, sea caves 30%

Fig. 3: Palettes testing results

shift    operation;     Map     -     transformation    map; Test results For testing we used a specially designed
Col    -    color    palette    that    matches     the   color application. The user needed to answer the 30 questionspal

Col. in each of which granted the original image and the six
Thus, the developed palette is not only adapted to options  that  were  converted to the selected palettes.

the human perception, but also effective in terms of The user needed to choose the image that as result of
computing resources. conversion lost as little as possible in that quality and

Experimental Results: For testing purposes we chose 150 participants have been tested. Processed
four uniform palettes RGB (4,4,4), HSV (4,4,4), L * a * b statistics of the responses is shown in Fig. 3.
(4,4,4), L * C * h (4,4,4) and two adaptive obtained by the As you can seethe best results get the adaptive
above described principle. The first one was obtained palette, obtained using an initial approximation of the
using an initial approximation of RGB space (AdaRGB), color space HSV. In more than 40% of users have chosen
the second - from HSV space (AdaHSV). As indicated the image of the palette as the most successful at
above, the algorithm used for clustering of k-means converting to a small number of colors.
responsive to the initial approximation. So these adaptive
palette have significant differences from each other. All of Interpretation of Results: Developed method of using an
the selected palette are the same size - 64 colors. adaptive palette with the help of transformation maps

Test collections Testing was conducted using a showed its worth in the experiments. At the same time as
specially prepared set of images. Subject of the test the initial approximation for a similar palette is better to
collection is quite diverse. It included natural landscapes, choose a palette of space HSV, since it has a greater focus
pictures of animals, close-up of flowers and exotic fish, on the psychology of human color perception.
urban photography. This choice is due to the fact that the In second place was the uniform palette RGB (4,4,4).
selected images cover different color shades, including By the performance indicators it beats adaptive palette
almost the entire palette (especially photos of flowers and RGB and a uniform palette of HSV. These results are likely
underwater). to be associated with that produced using the palette

Number of images in different shades and their contrasting images are more that affect the choice of
subject matter is presented in Table. 1. The last column users.
shows the percentage of images in which the active group Surprisingly, we got an extremely low rate of uniform
occupies an important place (at least 50%, or background palette of HSV (4,4,4). HSV color space model describes
image is predominant in the central site.) quite  well  the  human  perception  of color. This model is

remained the most similar to the original.
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Fig. 4: Diagram of conversion rate

Table 2:

Palette Processing speed

RGB(4,4,4) 100.00
AdaRGB 118,96
HSV(4,4,4) 657.32
AdaHSV 119.09
L*a*b(4,4,4) 3739.27
L*C*h(4,4,4) 4647.05

easy to understand and had to show good results.
However, experience has shown that users do not
appreciate the result of converting the uniform palette
HSV (4,4,4). This can be explained by the fact that getting
a palette by uniform quantization axes in HSV space not
take into account such features of human visual
perception as less sensitivity to a change in the color
shade with insufficient or excessive brightness in low
color saturation.

Similar conclusions can be drawn about the palettes
L * a * b and L * c * h. For these palettes results are even
more modest. For them, just as ill-suited method of
uniform quantization is used. At the same time the
transformation to a palette for these spaces is the most
inefficient in terms of computational load.

Transformation Rate Assessment: In addition to the
transformation quality it is very important to consider the
speed of processing. Previously we put forward demands
that must be met by palette for CBIR system. Since
information retrieval systems operate on large volumes of
data, as one of the important requirements for the palette
was the use of simple operation and high speed
processing.

For testing purposes the console application was
written, that produces images transfer to the colors in the
palette automatically. To reduce the subjective
component, the application loads the image into memory
and counts only the speed of processing operations

without the disk. Testing was conducted  multiple  times
on different computers and images. Data were averaged.
The  results  are  presented  in  Table.   2   and  in Fig. 4.
For 100% the conversion to a palette RGB (4,4,4) speed is
taken, because it is the fastest conversion option.

As expected, the conversion to an adaptive palette is
not much different from the speed conversion to uniform
palette of RGB space. This situation is explained by the
fact that for the transformation to an adaptive palette
requires only three bitwise shift and direct memory
access.

Palettes HSV, L * a * b, L * C * h showed poor
performance.

This is due to the computational complexity of
algorithms of translation in different color spaces.

CONCLUSION

According to our tests, developed adaptive palette
shows the best conversion quality in CBIR automated
systems compared to the other [10]. However, it almost
equal to the rate of conversion to RGB uniform palette.
Therefore, this approach solves the problem at the outset
to create a palette for CBIR system.
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